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Я лѓчше остЌнусь дђма и помђю гђлову   I would rather stay home and wash my hair 
 
ТЌня 1 Іля, пошлЏ с нЌми на тЌнцы. Olga, come to the dance with us. 

Іля 2   Мне нЎкогда.  Я должнЌ занимЌться. I can’t (because I don’t have the time).  I have to 
study. 

ТЌня 3  
4  
5   

КакЌя ты занѓда!  Ты никогдЌ никудЌ не 
хђдишь.  Нельзј так.  НЌдо хоть врЎмя от 
врЎмени отдыхЌть. 

You’re such a bore!  You never go anywhere.  You 
can’t live like that.  You have to relax, if only from 
time to time. 

Іля 6  
7 

Да мне там нЎ с кем бѓдет танцевЌть.  Мне нЎ 
о чем говорЏть с ітой пѓбликой. 

There won’t be anyone there for me to dance with 
anyway.  There’s nothing for me to talk about with 
the people who are going to be there. 

ТЌня 8  
9 

О чём ты говорЏшь?  Там бѓдет с кем 
общЌться.  По-мђему, придёт Андрїша. 

What are you talking about?  There will be people 
there to hang out with.  I think Andrusha is going to 
be there. 

Іля 10
11 

Фу!  Он такђй протЏвный.  Нет уж, спасЏбо.  
Я лѓчше остЌнусь дђма и помђю гђлову. 

Yuck.  He’s so disgusting.  No – thank – you. I 
would rather stay home and wash my hair. 

 
 
СловЌрь 
 
1 тЌнцы 

Мы бѕли на тЌнцах. 
dance (social event) 
(Note that the noun is always plural in Russian.) 

5 хоть if only; at a minimum; at the very least 

5 врЎмя от врЎмени from time to time 

9 пѓблика group of people 

13 фу yuck 

13 нет уж (very emphatic) no 

14 лѓчше + future verb (often perfective) would rather 

15 {мђй+ / мѕ+} // по- гђлову wash your hair (French also uses the noun head in this 
context.) 
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68.A НЎ- Constructions: There is no one / nowhere / nothing... 
 
Russian has a special construction in which you can express the fact that there does (or does not) exist: 1) a 
subject to perform an action or; 2) an object on which (or reason why, or time to, or person with whom) to 
perform an action.  We actually saw this construction in the very first lesson in SLA101: Мне нЎкогда I have no 
time / There is no time (in which I can anything), but we have never explained it – until now. 
 
68.A.1  НЎ- Constructions: Absence of Subject or Object (or Time/Place/Reason, etc.) 
 
The нЎ- element consists of stressed нЎ- followed by a question word.  If a prepositional phrase is involved, the 
preposition comes between нЎ and the complement (exactly like ни + preposition + complement).  Try not to 
confuse нЎ- constructions, which stress the existence (or lack thereof) of a person, place, thing, etc., with ни- 
words, which we discussed previously, and which are part of simple negation.   Here are the most common нЎ- 
words: 
 

нЎчего, нЎчему, нЎчем* there is nothing to... 

нЎгде there is no place to... 

нЎкогда there is no time to... 

нЎкого, нЎкому* there is no one to... 

нЎ с кем there is no one with whom to... 

нЎзачем there is nothing to be gained by... 

нЎкуда there is no place to go to... 

нЎ о чем (no stress on чем) there is nothing about which to... 

нЎ о ком there is no one about whom to... 

*Notice that нЎчто and нЎкто do not exist (in this list – they do exist, but with a completely different meaning). 
 
The syntax of these нЎ- constructions is as follows (be sure to read over these examples carefully): 
 

(1) 
‘Logical subject’ 

in Dative  

(2) 
нЎ- word indicating absence 
of (in)direct object, place, etc. 

(3) 
Infinitive (+ rest 

of sentence) 

 

Мне нЎчего есть. There is nothing for me to eat. 

Нам нЎгде спЌть. There is nowhere for us to sleep. 

НЏне нЎчем писЌть. Nina has nothing to write with. 

БорЏсу нЎкогда игрЌть в тЎннис. Boris has no time to play tennis. 

Ей нЎкуда идтЏ. She has no place to go. 

Им нЎзачем занимЌться. They have nothing to gain by studying. 

Note that the нЎ- word is the only negative element in these sentences, as opposed to basic negation, which 
requires ни-...(ни-)....не, which we saw has multiple negation. 
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The “subject” in dative can be omitted.  Such subjectless sentences can either be general statements (about no one 
in particular), or, if it is clear from the context, they can refer to specific, unnnamed person, as seen in the last 
example below: 
 

В ітом магазЏне нЎчего купить. There’s nothing to buy in this store. 

Там нЎгде сидЎть. There’s no place to sit there. 

НЎзачем рабђтать. There’s nothing to gained by working. 

НЎкому задЌть ітот вопрђс. There’s no one whom (we) can ask that question. 

 

ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

1. I have nothing to write with. 2. He has no time to write. 

3. We have no place to write. 4. They have nothing to gain by writing that 
letter. 

5. There is nothing for her to buy. 6. There is no place for you (sing.) to write to. 

7. There is nothing to eat in the kitchen. 8. There is nothing to be gained by working out. 
 
 
The case of the нЎ- element is determined by the verb (which follows) or preposition (which precedes).  So, if a 
verb takes genitive, the form will be нЎчего / нЎкого; if the verb requires the preposition с + instrumental, the 
form will be нЎ с кем / нЎ с чем, etc. 
 
 
ТебЎ нЎчего (Gen from бојться) бојться. There is nothing for you to be afraid of. 

ТЌне нЎ с кем (Instr from с) танцевЌть. Tanya has no one to dance with. 

Емѓ нЎкому (Dat from помђчь) помђчь. There is no one for him to help. 

 
Note that even чём loses its stress in a нЎ- construction: 
 
НЌм нЎ о чем сплЎтничать. We have nothing to gossip about. 

 

ПереведЏте на рѓсский 
 
1. I have nothing to eat with. (Think!) 2. I have no one to hang out with. 

3. We have no one to gossip about. 4. Vera has no place to sleep. 

5. There is no place for us to go to. 6. Vadik has nothing to gain by working. 

7. They have nothing to ask about. 8. There is no one here to envy. 
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68.A.2  Negating the Subject: НЎкому + Infinitive (There is no one who can...) 
 
You can also negate the subject (in the dative), which gives the meaning There is no one to [verb], There does not 
exist a person to [Verb].  In this case slot (2) is normally empty. 
 

НЎкому ХХХХХХ открѕть дверь. There is no one to open the door. 

НЎкому ХХХХХХ готђвить обЎд для нас. There is no one to make dinner for us. 

 
In a sentence with нЎкому plus a verb that takes dative, there is potential ambiguity: 
 

НЎкому профЎссору помђчь. There is no one to help the professor. 
or 

There is no one for the professor to help. 

 
The first meaning (lack of a person to perform the act) is much more common, though there is nothing to rule out 
the second possibility.  Normally the meaning is clear from context. 
 
Note what has more or less become a fixed expression:  
 

НЎчего дЎлать.  (ДЎлать нЎчего.) There’s nothing that can be done. 

 

ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

1. There is no one to open the door. 2. There is nothing that can be done. 

3. There is no one to help me. 4. There is no one here for me to help. 

5. There is no one to catch fish. 6. There is no one for the nasty boy to spy on. 
 
 
68.A.3  НЎ- Constructions in the Past and Future 
 
In the present, no conjugated verb is found, only the infinitive.  In the past and the future, the default 3rd singular 
neuter бѕло or бѓдет appears after the нЎ- word: 
 

Мне нЎчего бѕло есть. 
Нам нЎчего бѓдет есть. 

There was nothing for me to eat. 
There won’t be anything for us to eat. 

Ей нЎ на чем бѕло спать. 
Им нЎ на чем бѓдет спать. 

There was nothing for her to sleep on. 
There won’t be anything for them to sleep on. 

Бђре нЎзачем бѕло занимЌться. 
НЌде нЎзачем бѓдет занимЌться. 

There was no reason for Borya to study. 
There won’t be any reason for Nadya to study. 
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ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

1. He had no time to wash his hair. 2. He won’t have the time to wash his hair. 

3. There wasn’t anything to laugh about. 4. There won’t be anything to drink. 

5. There won’t be anyone to hang out with. 6. There wasn’t anyone to hang the picture. 
 
 

68.Б Есть (Было / Бѓдет): There is someone / something... 
 

Positive statements: Ўсть, бѕло, бѓдет 
 
The opposite of these нЎ- constructions contain stressed Ўсть (present tense) бѕло (past) or бѓдет (future).  
Some examples: 
 

(1) 
Dative 

(2) 
есть 

(бѕло,
бѓдет) 

(3) 
Question 

word / 
phrase 

(4) 
Infinitive 

 

Мне Ўсть чем писЌть I do have something to write with. 

Ей бѓдет с кем танцевЌть She will have someone to dance with. 

Нам бѕло о чём* говорЏть We did have something to talk about. 

 
*Note that in theses affirmative sentences, чём is stressed (as opposed to нЎ о чем, where stress moves to the нЎ). 
 
 
You can also stress that there is someone to perform an action.  In this case Ўсть (бѕло / бѓдет) must precede the 
dative “subject” комѓ: 
 

Ѓсть комѓ открѕть дверь. There is someone to open the door. 

Бѕло комѓ пострђить дом. There was someone to build the house. 

Бѓдет комѓ поднјть чемодЌн. There will be someone to lift the suitcase. 

 
Compare the word order of non-present tense нЎ- constructions (where the verb be must follow the нЎ- word) to 
that of Ўсть constructions (where the verb be must precede the question word). 
 

Negative (нЎ-question word > be) Positive (be > question word) 

Мне нЎчего бѕло читЌть. Мне бѕло что читЌть. 
Нам нЎ о чем бѓдет говорЏть. Нам бѓдет о чём говорЏть. 
НЎкому бѕло открѕть дверь. Бѕло комѓ открѕть дверь. 

 
(To be honest, there is some flexibility in word order for both of these constructions, but it’s best to follow the 
guidelines we give above.) 
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ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

1. I do have someone to dance with. 2. She does have something to write with. 

3. You (sing) did have a place to sleep. 4. There will be someone to open the door. 

5. We will have a place to go. 6. There is someone to help them. 

7. Sasha did have something to say. 8. Masha does have something to ask him about. 
 
 
 

68.В НЎ- / Ѓсть Constructions vs. ‘Regular’ Negation / Affirmation 
 
We should first note that these нЎ- / Ўсть constructions are very common, in both the written and oral language.  
In some cases, however, it is possible to express more or less the same idea of negation / affirmation with 
‘regular’ negation (or affirmation), though, as we’ll see, some rather intricate sentences are required.  Instead of 
нЎ- or Ўсть you would overtly state the noun that is implied in the нЎ- / Ўсть construction.  In general, Russians 
strongly prefer нЎ- / Ўсть constructions.  Here are pairs of (roughly) equivalent sentences: 
 

НЎ- / Ѓсть constructions ‘Regular’ Negation / Affirmation 
Емѓ нЎкогда занимЌться У негђ нет врЎмени занимЌться 

НЌм нЎгде спать. Нет мЎста, где мы мђжем спать. 

Мне нЎчем писЌть. У менј нет карандашЌ (рѓчки), котђрым 
(котђрой) я могѓ писЌть. 

ТЌне бѕло нЎ с кем общЌться. НЎ было людЎй, с котђрыми ТЌня моглЌ 
общЌться. 
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 УпражнЎние 1:  Think of a reason the action can’t be performed.  Use a different нЎ- word  in e
 sentence. 

 

1. Бђря спит. 

2. Я пишѓ письмђ. 

3. Я писЌл пЏсьма.  (A different reason than above.) 

4. ОнЏ бѓдут рабђтать кЌждый день. 

5. Мы егђ убЏли. 

6. Я занимЌюсь рѓсским языкђм. 
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 УпражнЎние 2  For two of the above, contradict the negative.  (Make sure the tense is the  sam

as in the original sentence.) 
 

1.  

2.  

3.  

 
 

 УпражнЎние 3  ПереведЏте на рѓсский  
1. He would rather stay home and watch TV. 

2. How often do you wash your hair? 

3. - Do you want to go (Perfective) to the dance with me?  - No – thank – you! 

 


